Liberal Studies Course Approval General Information
On a separate sheet of paper, please answer these questions. (Do not include this sheet
or copies of the questions in your proposal; submit only the answers).
1. If this is a multiple-section, multiple-instructor course, there should be a basic equivalency
(though not necessarily uniformity) among the sections in such things as objectives, content,
assignments and evaluation. Note: this should not be interpreted to mean that all professors
must make the same assignments or teach the same way; departments are encouraged to
develop their courses to allow flexibility which contributes to imaginative, committed teaching
and capitalizes on the strengths of individual faculty.
What are the strategies that your department will use to assure that basic equivalency
exists? Examples might be the establishment of departmental guidelines, assignment of
responsibility to a coordinating committee, exchange and discussion of individual instructor
syllabi, periodic meetings among instructors, etc.
2. Liberal Studies courses must include the perspectives and contributions of ethnic and
racial minorities and of women whenever appropriate to the subject matter. By explicit
reference to specific items in the syllabus and/or by an explanation in your response
to this answer, please describe how your course will meet this criterion. The following
website has suggestions from Liberal Studies, Women's Studies, and Minority Affairs on
ways to include the perspectives and contributions of women and minorities
(http://www.iup.edu/page.aspx?id=45967).
3. Liberal Studies courses require the reading and use by students of at least one nontextbook work of fiction or non-fiction or a collection of related articles. By explicit
reference to specific items in the syllabus and/or by an explanation in your response
to this answer, please describe how your course will meet this criterion.
(The only exception is for courses whose primary purpose is the development of higher level
quantitative skills; such courses are encouraged to include such reading but are not
expected to do so at the expense of other course objectives. If you are exercising this
exception, please justify.)
4. If this is an introductory course intended for a general student audience, it should be
designed to reflect the reality that it may well be the only formal college instruction these
students will have in that discipline, instead of being designed as the first course in a major
sequence. That is, it should introduce the discipline to students rather than introduce
students into the discipline. If this is such an introductory course, how is it different from
what is provided for beginning majors?

